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1 Introduction
Following earlier work by i.a. Rudin (1988) and Saito (1994), Grewendorf (2001)
and Sabel (2001) argue in favor of treating multiple-wh-interrogatives in languages
like Bulgarian, Japanese, and German in terms of wh-clustering. Abstractly, the
Bulgarian counterpart of English (1) would be analyzed as in (2).
(1) Who gave what to whom
(2) [CP [ who [ what [ to whom ]i ]j ]k [C′ C◦ [IP tk [I′ I◦ [VP tj [V′ gave ti ] ] ] ] ] ]
This involves two applications of wh-clustering and one application of wh-move-
ment: first to whom attaches to the right of what. Then the cluster [ what [ to whom ] ]
attaches to the right of who. Finally, standard wh-movement places the cluster
[ who [ what [ to whom ] ] ] in Spec,CP. Japanese and German are taken to differ only
minimally from Bulgarian as the respective analyses in (3) and (4) show.
(3) [CP sk [C′ [IP [ who sj ]k [I′ [VP [ what si ]j [V′ [ to whom ]i gave ] ] I◦ ] ] C◦ ] ]
(4) [CP [ who sj ]k [C′ C◦ [IP tk [I′ [VP [ what si ]j [V′ [ to whom ]i gave ] ] I◦ ] ] ] ]
Whereas in Bulgarian all operations are overt, as indicated by the familiar constitu-
ent+trace dependencies (XPn . . . tn), all operations are covert in Japanese, where
covert displacement is depicted by what we call shadow+constituent dependencies
(sm . . . XPm). In German, wh-clustering is covert and wh-movement overt.
In a recent paper (Ga¨rtner and Michaelis 2010), we argue that this kind of
clustering approach to multiple-wh-interrogatives should be adopted within the
framework of Stablerian Minimalist Grammars (MGs) (Stabler 1997, 1998, 2008)
in order to preserve their mild context-sensitivity (Joshi 1985; Joshi, Vijay-Shanker
and Weir 1991; Michaelis 2001a, 2001b). Very roughly, the point is that clustering
allows checking resources to be strictly bounded. Consider (5), which illustrates the
three essential steps of an MG-derivation of (2).
Wh-clustering is triggered by Owh on the attracting wh-phrase and Mwh on the
attracted one. Wh-movement is triggered by +wh on C◦ and -wh on the attracted
wh-phrase. Crucially, at no stage in the derivation does more than one attractable
feature of the same kind (Mwh or -wh) have to be “active,” i.e., have to be leftmost
in the string of features on (the head of) a wh-phrase. This is in contrast to the
situation in “standard” non-clustering theories, where all three wh-phrases would
have active -wh and get moved to Spec,CP individually. For further detail, i.e.,
an MG-implementation of multiple-wh-interrogatives and extensive discussion, we
refer the reader to Ga¨rtner and Michaelis 2010.
(5) a. >
what :Owh.Mwh <
gave :v to-whom :Mwh
=⇒cluster >
<
what :Mwh to-whom
<
gave :v ε
b. >
who :Owh.-wh <
∅ :i >
<
what :Mwh to-whom
<
gave ε
=⇒cluster >
<
who :-wh <
what to-whom
<
∅ :i >
ε <
gave ε
c. <
∅ :+wh.c >
<
who :-wh <
what to-whom
<
∅ >
ε <
gave ε
=⇒move >
<
who <
what to-whom
<
∅ :c >
ε <
∅ >
ε <
gave ε
Now, as pointed out in Ga¨rtner and Michaelis 2010, adopting the MG-formalism is a
motivation for trying to apply the tool of wh-clustering to multiple-wh-interrogatives
in all languages. This, however, is not what Grewendorf (2001) and Sabel (2001)
envisage. Building on work by Cheng (1991), they argue that wh-clustering is only
found in languages whose inventories of interrogative and (pure) indefinite pronouns
either show a considerable overlap or are related by regular morphological processes.
Yet, although we can see the initial appeal of limiting wh-clustering to languages
displaying this kind of indefinite-interrogative affinity (cf. Bhat 2000) [henceforth
IIA-languages], we believe that – in line with an MG-perspective – a defense of
generalized wh-clustering can be made. For the sake of concreteness, this defense
will focus on the most detailed and explicit study of wh-clustering so far, i.e., the one
by Grewendorf (2001). In particular, we will show that the main empirical domain of
application for wh-clustering discussed there, namely, additional-wh effects, does not
warrant any interesting correlation with IIA-languages (Section 4). Before doing so
we will briefly point out a potential problem wh-determiners in IIA-languages pose
for developing the mechanism of wh-clustering in terms of a null determiner (Section
2). Also, we will have a look at simple superiority effects, which Grewendorf (2001)
uses to distinguish clustering from non-clustering languages (Section 3).
2 (Null) Wh-Determiners
Core ingredient of the wh-clustering mechanism developed by Grewendorf (2001)
is the null wh-determiner postulated by Cheng (1991), which he takes to occur
in all IIA-languages (and only there). Examples are languages in which inter-
rogative and (pure) indefinite pronouns are (largely) form-identical – German wer
(‘who’/‘someone’), was (‘what’/‘something’) etc., and Japanese dare (‘who’/‘some-
one’), nani (‘what’/‘something’) etc. – and languages in which interrogative and
(pure) indefinite pronouns are (largely) in transparent morphological relation – Ger-
man wer (‘who’) vs. irgendwer (‘someone’), was (‘what’) vs. irgendwas (‘some-
thing’) etc., and Bulgarian koj (‘who’) vs. njakoj (‘someone’), kude (‘where’) vs.
njakude (‘somewhere’) etc. The interrogative pronouns of IIA-languages are thus as-
sumed to have the internal structure exemplified in (6) for German wer (Grewendorf
2001:95).
(6) [DP [D′ [D◦ ∅wh ] [NP wer ] ] ]
In MG-terms, only [D◦ ∅wh ] can bear clustering features like Owh and Mwh. Equally,
the feature attracted under wh-movement, -wh, would be located there. Non-IIA-
languages like English (who vs. someone, what vs. something etc.) and French (qui
vs. quelqu’un, quoi vs. quelque chose etc.) are taken to lack [D◦ ∅wh ] and thus lack
the means for wh-clustering. Their interrogative pronouns are assumed to possess
(counterparts of) -wh as “inherent lexical property” (Grewendorf 2001:96).1
A potential obstacle to the analysis in (6) is the existence in IIA-languages
of wh-determiner counterparts of English which. German welch, for example,
can be used both in interrogative as well as pure indefinite phrases. But if at the
same time [D◦ ∅wh ] is “the null counterpart of which in English” (Cheng 1991:85),
welch and [D◦ ∅wh ] compete for the same structural position and should thus be in
complementary distribution. It seems therefore that elements like welch must be
licensed inherently. Consequently, if clustering features can be introduced lexically
too, the dichotomy between IIA-languages and non-IIA-languages breaks down and
the morpholexical argument against generalizing wh-clustering to both language
types is voided.
1It would perhaps make sense to hypothesize that languages lacking multiple-wh-interrogatives
also lack the means for wh-clustering, i.e., that such languages are non-IIA-languages. Familiar cases
like Irish and Italian would confirm that. However, IIA-languages without multiple-wh-interrogatives
have been reported in the literature. Examples are the Australian languages Diyari, Martuthunira, and
Panyjima (Cheng 1991:110) and Passamaquoddy (Bruening 2007:140).
Opponents of generalized wh-clustering could, however, follow Gallmann (1997)
and Leu (2008) in assuming that welch actually requires a phrasal analysis. One way
of spelling this out quite closely in spirit to Leu (2008) is given in (7), where welch
is treated as an AP introduced by a functional projection between D◦ and NP.
(7) [DP [D′ [D◦ ∅wh ] [FP [AP welches ] [F′ F◦ [NP Buch ] ] ] ] ] (‘which book’)
One would have to equip [D◦ ∅wh ] with an additional licensing feature, e.g. +w, that
checks one-to-one against a counterpart, -w, on wh-pronouns in IIA-languages.2
It remains to be shown that this kind of analysis can be upheld and extended to
wh-determiners in other IIA-languages such as melyik in Hungarian, kto´ry in Polish,
and care in Romanian (cf. Haspelmath 1997).3
3 Superiority
Grewendorf (2001:110ff) provides a clustering-based account of the familiar superi-
ority contrast between English and German in (8).
(8) a.*What did who say?
b. Was sagte wer?
The IIA-language German possesses the option of (covertly) clustering a wh-subject
located in its base-position in Spec,vP onto a wh-object at the point where the latter
has moved to its Case-licensing position (outer Spec,vP or Spec,AgrOP). The cluster
[ was si ] later moves on to Spec,CP leaving weri inside IP. By contrast, the non-IIA-
language English lacks the means of cluster formation so that a derivation parallel to
the German one is ruled out. In addition, due to the MLC no other way for what to
cross who, once the latter has moved to Spec,IP, is taken to be possible (Grewendorf
2001:112).
The account just given is immediately challenged by superiority violations in
non-IIA-languages, such as the one in (9) from Spanish (Fanselow 2004:93).
(9) Que´ dijo´ quie´n?
2The mechanism is related to the treatment of negative indefinites in German by Penka and von
Stechow (2001).
3Further interesting questions are raised by the assumption (Grewendorf 2001:94, 101, 113,
Section 5) that (nonreferential) wh-adjuncts lack [D◦ ∅wh ]. Thus, it has to be clarified why, e.g., the
German wh-adverb wie (‘how’) can – like other wh-pronouns – be transformed into an indefinite
by prefixing irgend- (irgendwie ‘somehow’), a process taken by Cheng (1991:Section 3.2.2) to be
indicative of the presence of [D◦ ∅wh ]. Grewendorf (2001) motivates this further by the frequent
inability of wh-adjuncts to serve as cluster-attractors. In MG-terms, this means that they cannot bear
Owh. Potential counterexamples are dealt with on the basis of an additional licensing mechanism for
wh-phrases involving head movement (Grewendorf 2001:Section 5). Going into detail here would
require comparison of MG-checking theory and the feature licensing mechanisms advocated by
Grewendorf (2001) building on the probe-goal framework introduced by Chomsky (2000, 2001).
Equally, an extra assumption has to be made to explain the superiority effect in
IIA-languages like Bulgarian, shown in (10b) (Rudin 1988:473).
(10) *Kogo koj vizˇda?
lit. ‘Whom did who see?’
Grewendorf (2001:112, fn.40) suggests that wh-subjects may not undergo overt
cluster formation before checking their Case in Spec,IP. This is what distinguishes
Bulgarian from German.4 But, if this is so, the following contrast from Basque,
another IIA-language, becomes worrisome (Reglero 2003:194f).
(11) a. Nork erosi du zer?
lit. ‘Who has bought what?’
b.*Zer erosi du nork?
lit. ‘What has who bought?’
Clearly, covert wh-clustering is called for here. Nevertheless, superiority must be
obeyed.
We cannot pursue this issue further since too many additional background as-
sumptions would have to be spelled out in order to make the above arguments more
conclusive. However, we believe that no elegant account of simple superiority effects
has emanated from the approach restricting wh-clustering to IIA-languages. We
take this to indicate that the account of superiority is independent and thus equally
compatible with generalized wh-clustering.
4 Additional-Wh Effects
Grewendorf (2001) further motivates the mechanism of wh-clustering by showing
how to handle additional-wh effects (in a broad sense) in Japanese and Bulgarian.
Thus consider the contrast in (12) from Japanese (Grewendorf 2001:100; Saito
1994:205).5
(12) a.*John-wa
John-TOP
[PP [IP Mary-ga
Mary-NOM
sono
that
hon-o
book-ACC
naze
why
katta
bought
] kara
since
]
okotteru
angry
no?
Q
‘Give me the reason such that John is angry because Mary bought that book
for that reason’
b.?John-wa
John-TOP
[PP [IP Mary-ga
Mary-NOM
nani-o
what-ACC
naze
why
katta
bought
] kara
since
] okotteru
angry
no?
Q
‘Give me things and reasons such that John is angry because Mary bought
the respective thing for the respective reason’
4This account for Bulgarian would seem to carry over to the IIA-language Tlingit (Cable 2007).
5Maki (2002) provides a critical assessment of the wh-clustering approach to Japanese.
The difference can be explained in terms of a difference between adjunct and
argument extraction from an island. While in (12a) the adjunct naze would have
to undergo wh-movement by itself, in (12b) naze could possess Mwh and cluster
onto nani-o ::Owh.-wh. The cluster is then extracted on the basis of feature -wh
on nani-o and that extraction can count as argument extraction. Hence the higher
acceptability of (12b).
A slightly different kind of contrast is reported for Bulgarian (Grewendorf
2001:91; Richards 2001:50).
(13) a.*Koja knigai otrecˇe senatora˘t [ ma˘lvata cˇe iska da zabrani ti ]?
‘Which book did the senator deny the rumor that he wanted to ban?’
b.?Koj senator koja knigai otrecˇe [ ma˘lvata cˇe iska da zabrani ti ]?
‘Which senator denied the rumor that he wanted to ban which book?’
Extraction of koja kniga (‘which book’) from a complex NP via wh-movement, i.e.,
driven by -wh, is unacceptable, as (13a) shows. However, clustering koja kniga onto
koj senator (‘which senator’) in the matrix clause, i.e., movement driven by Mwh, is
able to improve acceptability, as (13b) shows.
In a footnote (Grewendorf 2001:103, fn.27), it is pointed out that the perhaps
most widely discussed kind of additional-wh effect, namely, the one involved in the
contrast in (14) (cf. Kayne 1983), cannot be dealt with in terms of wh-clustering,
due to the non-IIA nature of English.
(14) a.*What did who give to Mary?
b. What did who give to whom?
Clearly, (14) would have lent itself to an account in terms of the difference between
who being crossed by just what vs. being crossed by [ what si ], the shadow si being
created by covertly clustering to whom onto what.
Likewise, the often discussed contrast in (15) (Lasnik and Saito 1992:118f) could
be considered due to a difference between crossing of who by what ::-wh.Owh vs.
what ::-wh.6
(15) a.*Bill wondered what who bought
b. Who wondered what who bought?
To the extent that more non-IIA-languages show effects of this kind, not generalizing
wh-clustering in order to account for all (or most) additional-wh effects feels like a
missed opportunity. Unfortunately, additional-wh effects have not been studied to
6Alternatively, if for some reason the earliest point in the derivation at which what could cluster-
attract who were the point when what has reached Spec,CP, the independent principle argued for by
Grewendorf (2001:94) according to which clustering cannot take place in Spec,CP would prevent
that. Thus, who could not check Mwh in (15a). In (15b), on the other hand, the additional wh-phrase
in the matrix could attract the lower who before the resulting cluster moves to matrix Spec,CP.
any greater detail across languages. A contrast comparable to the one in (15) is the
wh-triangle effect reported by Dayal (2006:316f) for the non-IIA-language Hindi
(Haspelmath 1997:284f).
(16) a. jaun
John
jaantaa
knows
hai ki
that
meri-ne
Mary
kyaa
what
kharidaa
bought
‘John knows what Mary bought’
NOT: ‘What does John know that Mary bought?’
b. kaun
who
jaantaa
knows
hai ki
that
meri-ne
Mary
kahaaN
where
kyaa
what
kharidaa
bought
‘Give me persons and things such that the respective person knows where
Mary bought the respective thing’
In (16a), kyaa ::-wh would have to be extracted while in (16b) kyaa ::Mwh is
involved in long dependency formation. This, of course, could only be the basis of
an account if wh-clustering were generalized to be available in non-IIA-languages
like Hindi as well.7
Let’s return to the clustering account of (13), according to which movement
driven by Mwh circumvents an island violation incurred if movement is driven by
-wh. The exact same account can, of course, be given for the familiar difference
between overt vs. covert wh-movement in languages like German. Consider (17).
(17) a.*Wasi mag Franz die Bu¨cher [ die ti kritisieren ]
lit. ‘What does Franz like the books that criticize?’
b. Wer mag die Bu¨cher [ die was kritisieren ]?
‘Who likes the books that criticize what?’
German is an IIA-language and Grewendorf (2001) discusses wh-clustering in
German at length (cf. also Section 3 above). Thus, it would feel like a missed
opportunity if the account provided for (13) were not available for (17). Movement
of was driven by -wh in (17a) is ruled out, while wh-clustering by was ::Mwh onto
wer in (17b) is fine. What’s more, as the translations of (17) show, exactly the
same contrast holds in English (as it does in many other languages). It would,
7Persian is an interesting case to look at further here. According to Grewendorf (2001:105, fn.30)
Persian may have overt wh-clustering but covert (or optionally overt) wh-movement, i.e., be of the
fourth type of languages predicted by his system (cf. Section 1). The study by Lotfi (2003) appears
to confirm that. In particular, Lotfi (2003:184, fn.5) makes explicit appeal to wh-clustering in the
analysis of a case of fronted adjacent wh-phrases. However, Persian seems to have to be counted
among the non-IIA-languages if one looks at the paradigms provided by Haspelmath (1997:282ff).
It would also count as non-IIA-language if indefinite-interrogative affinity is taken in the “narrow”
technical sense discussed by Grewendorf (2001). As we’ve seen in Section 2, the idea is that wh-
words can be turned into pure indefinites by adding an affix (which may be null). Lotfi (2003:Section
3.2) shows that Persian possesses an inverse process. Pure indefinites like kas-i (‘someone’) or chiz-i
(‘something’) can function as wh-pronouns if prefixed by che. Assuming a broader definition and a
way to sort out the DP-internal structure, one may thus consider Persian an IIA-language after all.
thus, feel like an even greater missed opportunity not to generalize wh-clustering to
non-IIA-languages like English and seek a unified account of such cases.
5 Conclusion
Given the absence of any clear correlation between the IIA-status of languages and
their behavior with respect to superiority and additional-wh effects, we conclude
that these empirical domains constitute no obstacle to generalizing the wh-clustering
approach to multiple-wh-interrogatives.
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